[Effect of disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs on radiographic progression in rheumatoid arthritis].
Because of a paradigm shift in the therapeutic strategy of RA by biologics, the goal of RA therapy became not only the clinical remission, but also the imaging remission. From the results of randomized controlled clinical trials of disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs), decreased radiographic progression has been documented. In particular, methotrexate (MTX) is described as "anchor drug" of RA therapy because inhibitory effects of MTX on radiographic progression are proved by many clinical trials. Although DMARDs can slow down the radiographic progression with the achievement of clinical remission in RA, some patients still have subclinical synovitis detected by imaging technique. Such subclinical inflammation may explain the observed discrepancy between disease activity and radiographic progression in RA during DMARD therapy.